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EDITORIAL
by Yvonne Agazarian

HOW WE HAVE CHANGED:
SCT@ is now an independent, non-profit organization,
called the Systems-Centered Training@ Institute, which
belongs to its members.

In the mid and late 1960's our Community Mental Health
Center was a nest of creative, innovative and (very)
idealistic people who channelled their crusading spirit
into Community Mental Health. Bob Fishman and I
worked together there for the flrst five years, and it
would have been difficult to have found a more
motivated or inspirational place to do our (very hard)
work. Bob Fishman did all the major fiscal negotiations,
with a flair and creativity ttrat parallelled his skill at
keeping the management of money connected to values.
When he left the center, Bob developed a community
organization committed to enable small projects in the
(often disadvantaged) community to develop and
manage tbemselves so that they too could put into
practice their values. His organization is called
Resources for Human Development. As of now, Bob and
I are again working towards the same goals within a

different context.

As of May, 1996, we have non-profit status as the
Systems-Centered Training@ Institute, a department of
Resources for Human Development. We are free to stay
as long as we like and leave as soon as we like. What
RHD does for us is manage all the fiscal responsibilities
for our SCT@ Institute and is our interface with the IRS.
RHD also serves as a consultant to us for grants, fund-
raising, and all matters of managing our institute. We
contribute to RIID by allocating l1%o of all Oe bills we
pay through the SCT@ Institute. RHD says of itself: RHD
is a "values driven organization--how we do what we do
is as important as that we do it." All members of RHD
(and SCT is now a member) are not merely encouraged
to work by their values but are required to do so.

RHD VALUES:
I've spelled out the RHD values below. They seem
astonishingly like ours!
o Respect for the dignity and wortl of each individual.
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. Multi-level Oinking NOT one-dimensional thinking
(our self-centering within a systems-centered
context?).

o Empowemrent of groups with power residing with the
group, not the individual.

o Decentralization of authority: the corporate structure
most conducive to these beliefs has maximum
decentralization and local autonomy.

o Safe and open environment: an environment that
affirrns worth and avoids demeaning judgments
(seeing gossip as a restraining force fits here!)

o creativity: to express our creativity, while affir:ning
the creativity of others.

o Honesty and trust and open communication in which
people feel safe to communicate thoughts, feelings
and concerns.

o Diversity: rejection of discriminatory behavior
towards race, ethnicity, culture, levels of education,
economic status, disability, religion and sexual
orientations, etc.

o Organizational integrity: personal and professional
enrichment. By responding tro the basic good in
people, the corporation maximizes commitment and
responsibility.

o Quality service adjusted to consumer needs and
satisfaction that evaluates outcomes and results from
an ongoing process of teamwork and group
participation.

o We believe that a working environment which
reflects these beliefs will be successful.

WHAT'S "IN" AND WHAT'S "OUT":
At the April 1996 Core group meeting, when we were
deciding how we would become a "non-profit"
organization, we spent some time thinking about what
should be "in" and what should be "out" of our non-profit
organization. This was a great help while we (Claudia
Byram, Fran Carter, Anita Simon, Mickie Rosen and I)
were preparing to present ourselves to RHD. We decided
that it is easier to put things "in" tian it is to take things
"out" so we have started with the bare bones of all that
we uue currently practicing. The SCT@ Institute is
responsible for the Newsletter, the Journal, Membership,
Research, and Fund Raising. All our advisory and action
groups are also now directly related to the SCT@
Institute and to RHD.

The question is still how we are going to finance
ourselves. For the present, the activities of the SCT
Institute will tre financed by membership dues and
donations, and RHD has my gu,uantee for the bills that it
pays. We also have a Funding Resource Action Group
that is working on coordinating fund raising plans. For
more stable financing, we are planning an annual
conference which will give us the opportunity to get
together both infornally and forrnally, provide foundation
level Eaining, and pay our bills.

During the transition, while we are still working out how
we are going to implement our non-profit management,
all training groups, tlerapy groups, worlshops,

presentations and lectures using SCT@ techniques will
continue to be managed as you are already managing
them - with one important difference.

HOW THE TRADEMARK MAKES A DIFFERENCE
As you see from the @ or the *, the words SCT@,
Systems-Centered@,, Systems-Centered Training@, and
Systems-Centered Therapy@, have a registered
trademark, and anyone using them MUST be licensed
directly by me if we are to preserve our Trade Mark.
Calling ourselves "systems-centered oriented" does not
solve the problem (sorry, that was not a solution!).

The Trade Mark answers the question that we have been
asking abut how we are to maintain the integrity and
values of SCT@ for its members. Ultimately, there will
be a values statement built into the licensing agreement.

WHAT LICENSING MEANS TO YOA,

During our transition, anyone currently using SCT@ will
buy (for $1.00) a licensing agreement that will be valid
until the core group meeting in November 1997. The
criteria are that you are a member of SCT and krown to
hold SCT values. This will entitle you to do what you are
doing now, and your license will be renewed every year
when you renew your membership. If you are using the
words "SCT@ or Systems-Centered@" to describe your
work, please fill out the form in this newsletter and send
it back to me.

Licensing protects SCT@ As we continue to develop,
SCT@ members can help to determine the conditions of
the licensing agreements of 1997. The Training Advisory
Group has worked hard to think through how we are to
set up guidelines for the practice of SCT@ which provide
standards fm SCT@ practioners and also influence the
ongoing process in which SCT@ develops and transfonns
as it keeps pace with changing times. The licensed
Trademark is the formal answer. The Policy Action
Group (PAG) of Claudia Byram, Fran Carter, Anita
Simon and myself (all of whom are plenipotentiaries fu
SCT@) are in the process of thinking through how we are
going to manage licensing in the future. Mickie Rosen is
in the role of interface between the membership and
PAG and RHD. Like everything else in SCT@, all of this
will be guided by the voice of the SCT@ groupas-a-
whole. So speak through the Newsletter if you want your
voice to be heard as an individual member, or call
Claudia Fran, Anita or myself.

SCT GUIDEI1NESS TOR MEETINGS:
Austin, Philadelphia, and some New York work groups

are using the SCT techniques to create the climate fo
work. Work groups stafi by crossing the boundary with
Distractions, subgroup around conflicts, and end with
Surprises and lrarnings. Austin divides leadership
between a Task and Process leader. These tfuee methods
have manifestly paid off. I recommend tiem highly!

r SC7@, Systems-Cenrcred@, Systems-Centered Training@ and Systems-
Centered Therap are registered trademarks o! Dr. Yvowre M.
Agaarian
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Notes prepared by Mickie Rosen

The following people were present at the Core Business
Meeting in Philadelphia, PA, April 21, .1996: Yvonne
Agazarian, Joan Adams, Claudia Byram, Fran Carter,
Susan Cassano, Fred delong, Deirdre Fay, Roll Fellows,
Dick Ganley, Susan Gantt, Dorothy Gibbons, Phyllis
Goltra, Sandra Janofl Eileen Jones, Juliet Koprowska,
Una McClusky. Jon McCormick, Verena Murphy,
Suzanne Noble, Rich ONeill, Berj Philibossian, Victor
Rash, Mickie Rosen, Sydnor Sikes, Anita Simon, Cinnie
Thompson, Philip Tietbohl, Steve Weinstein and Vicki
Wuman.

I, WORK EXCHANGE
Work Exchange Form: Eileen Jones reported that she
and Mickie Rosen put together a Work Exchange Record
Sheet for people doing work exchange to complete. The
form begins by restating the SCT Work Exchange
Philosophy that"Anyone can takc SCT training regardless
of abiliry tu pay so long as person is willing to contribute to
the growth of thc organization by exchanging skills for
training". Linda Scott in Austin was consulted for
infomration about how work exchange is managed in
Austin and some of what she shared was incorporated
into the form that was developed.

The purpose of the record sheet is to find out and keep
track oft
o what training events people are attending
o what they are paying for them
o what work exchange they are taking

Since there was no response from the membership to any
of the questions posed in the work exchange article in
the last Newsletter, Eileen and Mickie decided that the
rate of exchange would range from $8.00, $10.00 and
$12.00 per hour depending the type of service that is
being exchanged.

Next Steps:
o Formalize the structure: Develop a fomtal

organization where ttrere are clear communication
channels between every component of SCT (Austin,
Boston, Friends) in such a way that it builds the
whole.
a) Get clear communication regarding work needed,
work available, and people seeking work to be done
throughout the organization as a whole.

b) Create a formal channel of communication
between Yvonne and Mickie, whereby Yvonne will
keep Mickie infonned about the kinds of jobs she
wants to have done.

e Registration procedure: Anita suggested that
people be required to note when they register fu
training that they have already contacted Eileen
about work exchange.

o Contact person! Berj proposed that Mickie be the
person to maintain an inventory of infornution about
the jobs that need to be done throughout the SCT
system and that Mickie be the contact person, who
in tum relates to Eileen. (Currently initial requests
for seeking work exchange jobs usually go to Eileen
or Mickie who work together as a team)

o Authority to initiate projects: Anyone in the
system, at this point in time, has the authority to
initiate a project.

o Bank work exchange hours: Fonnalize a work
exchange bank of hours available to do work
throughout the organization (for example, the
Friends Series, which is independent of Yvonne,
offers work exchange. There isn't as mimy jobs to be
done for Friends as the amount of work time people
need. The hours owed could go to perfonning other
jobs in other contexts. This potentially becomes a
way of the Friends staff contributing back o SCT as
a whole).

o Austin/Philadelphia link: Suggestion by Susan
Cassano that Austin (Linda Scott) and Philadelphia
link with Mickie around specific tasks related to the
SCT Training in Austin.

o Responsibility for tracking: Develop a system fu
keeping track of hours wkre locus of responsibility
for tracking is clear.

II. BOOKKEEPING
Anita Simon reported that as of the end of 1995 all of the
billing for the SCT groups that Yvonne runs and the SCT
conferences is up to date. She requested using the forms
developed for this as a standard fomt for anyone running
a group or taking the data down

III. AUSTIN REPORT

Susan Cassano summarized the Austin report. The
Conference Organizing Group (COG) reports the
following:
l. They are broadening the central SCT mailing list fu

the Fall Workshops in Austin to cover the area west
of the Mississippi. They ask that people funnel all
ideas for mailing and/or phone contacts in that area
to Susan. Austin plans to send ofi a brochure about
the Austin area to people who are considering
coming to Austin.
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2. They have appointed a "keeper of the wants" for the
community. who keeps COG on alert of the wants so
they can be considered when planning a training.

3. They propose a follow up letter from Yvonne to be
sent to people after they have taken a workshop.

4. They have a follow up group that meets monthly
between workshops.

5. They have designed a research project to identify
driving and restraining forces toward increasing the
numbers that attend conferences. They are
reconnecting with previous members to learn why
some people haven't returned.

The Austin community has developed a force field self-
assessment questionnaire for every member of the
community (study groups, supervision groups, training
groups). It is designed to: 1) look at where people are in
their own personal development within SCT; 2) assess
where each of those groups is in the hierarchy of training
groups within the Austin community; 3) raise questions
for the whole SCT group. Everyone is invited to come to
Austin and to stay for a MAGffAG meeting to be held
there. They want it to be system-wide meeting not just
an Austin group meeting.

Austin Groups: Roll Fellows is running a training group
that has ten members and 3 on a wait list. He and Rich
Amrington are looking into starting another. Susan is
about to tum a therapy group (with all therapists in it)
into a training group and is looking into the criteria for
doing that.

Yvonne and Claudia imported training into a group
where people have difficulty managing relationships,
jobs, and social contact. They were surprised to learn
two things: 1) that although the group appreciated the
SCT methods, members did not know what they were,
and could not do them for themselves; 2) that the group
was extremely interested in learning. Yvonne suggests
that actually importing training into the therapy groups is
an extremely effective way of increasing the possibility
for the patient's to manage themselves. Also her group
ends with surprises and learnings.

Roll and Julie Fellows are running an OD group with 10
people in it. The group meets every other week for 11/2
hours with 45 minutes of business, 30 minutes of some
kind of presentation that Julie will be putting on - the
first was a brief Introduction to SAVI. Roll and Julie are
also planning to work with Anita to find some way to
structure ongoing SAVI training in Austin. Roll has a
tbeory that with all the trainings going on in Austin, it
would be hard to get another workshop for Anita going
and they believe it is crucial that people learn some
SAVI. Julie is using it regulady so she will probably start
a Friday afternoon training for a few months to help keep
it alive. She will be working with Anita on that.

IVI. ACCESSIBILITY FOR HANDICAPPED

Victor Rash was invited to fonn an Accessibility Action
Group (AAG) to look into accessibility for handicapped
at different training sites. Victor points out a real conflict

4

between legal systems and systems-centered work, and
is concerned that as the organization grows, SCT is
setting itself up for a clash.

To avoid this clash it is imfurtant to look at what it
means to establish a policy about accessiblity for the
handicapped. SCT can save a lot of time when planning
conferences by checking with the Independent Living
Centers that deal with this issue and see what hotels m
conference sites are on the list of sites that are
accessible. Victor will take responsibility to be the
resouroe person for this kind of information. Deirdre Fay
volunteered to join the AAG and will be a phone contact
person to "infomrally provide to infonnation around
accessibility." Others are invited to join Deirdre and
Victor.

It was suggested the AAG develop a set of guidelines fm
people planning to put on a conference and that
consciousness raising on this issue begin in this
newsletter. (See Victor's article on page 6).

V, EAROPEAN CONFERENCES

Fran reported that she and Una Mc Cluskey are in the
process of organizing the Conference in York, England to
be held from September 9 through 13, 1996. Claudia and
Fran had a Stockholm Conference scheduled that was
canceled due an insufficient number of people. The
group in Stockholm is stitl interested in having them
come and they are negotiating for another week to do it.
It is important that the conference site be centrally
located far enough in the northern part of Europe to
attract people from that area. York is situated to attract
people from the rest of Euope.

SCT is now established as an official Special Interest
Group of the International Association for crroup
Psychotherapy and Fran is a representative on that and
invites others to join and become members of IAGP.

VI. NATIONAL REGISTRY FOR CERTIFIED GROAP
PSYCHOTHERAPIS?S

Yvonne strongly urges everyone to apply to be included
in the National Registry for Certified Group
Psychotherapists, sponsored by the American Group
Psychotherapy Association. Quite a few SCT members
are already listed in the founding edition of the registry.
The grandfather period has just ended.

VIL SAYI

Anita reports that SAVI is now paralleling TAG's
curriculum levels. There is now a "foundations" level
SAVI - which is the Basic Workshop for people new to
SAVI and people who want to continue their own
learning for personal and professional growth. There are
two "applications" levels: One is a Couple's Workshop
for couple's therapists and managers of small teams who
want to learn to apply SAVI to small groups; and a
Trainer's Workshop for people who want !o train others to
use SAVI in organizations.
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REPORT FROM MANAGEMENT
by Mickie Rosen

System in Transition: Just when I think I have the hang
of what I am doing, and have made order out of chaos in
my role as administrator for SCT, we go non-profit and
my role and responsibilities are redefined. A sure cure
from redundancy and boredom! While we are in the
ransition phase of becoming an independent organ-
ization, I have been assigned a new role, Liaison
between SCT and Resources for Human Development.
Actually it is very exciting to be part of the developing
organization which now bears tie title of Systems-
Centered Training@ Institute. When this idea was fint
proposed four years ago, I remember thinking that I was
going to be left behind. Well, so much for thinking I
could predict the future!

Wearing a number of hats, my work is divided into three
categories: l) work related to SCT membership, the
Newsletter and journal which are IN the organization and
come under our alliance with RHD, 2) work around
management of the SCT sponsored workshops that are
OUT and still within Yvonne's domain, and 3) work that
is my contribution to the developing SCT organization as

trainee and a member.

Membership: Counting al! members frorn November
1994 (when membership began) to the present, the SCT
Membership is 171. There are 116 active members fo
1996 (35 new members and 81 renewals) and 55 inactive
members who have not yet renewed their membership.
We hope this is an oversight. Application fm or renewal
of the license to usa SCT (ftom Yvonne) is dependent
upon maintaining an active membership status in the
organization.

There are 128 non-members who have returned the fomt
indicating they want to continue to receive the Systems-
Centered Training News. We are delighted to do that.
However, if you can, please send a donation to
SCT/RHD to help us recover some of the costs to publish
and mail. Be sure to reurrn the request form in this
Newslefier if you still want to continue to receive it.

We are pleased to have published our first SCT
Membership Directory which went out to al! members.

@xtra copies or copies for non-members are available
for $2.50 + $.53 postage.) We have plans to add
additional information in the next issue. If you have not
already done So, please fill out the membership
application/ questionnaire on page 18 and return it to me
as soon as possible. Orn apology for any errms in the
curent edition. On page 19 you will find a list of new
members and corrections/additions that we know about
to date.

At this point in time, the SCT Institutes' main source of
income comes from membership fees which remain $55
(or more or less). This flexibility takes into account one's
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ability to pay. It allows those who cannot pay the full
amount to pay what they can, and leaves room for those
who want to contribute more to do so. As a non-profit
organization, contributions are now tax deductible. This
membership yeiu runs from the November, 1995 SCT
Weekend Training Workshop to the Weekend Workshop
in November,lW6.

Procedure for Payments: I have recently received
orientation ftom KaOy Cowan, the Fiscal Dkector at
RHD, about how to manage funds that come in and go
out of RHD. I want to orient you to a number of changes
around the way money must be processed in the future.

From now on, paymGnt for activities and publications
that are connected to RIID are to be made payable to
SCT/RIID:

o Membershipdues/contributions
o Membership Directory
o Newsletterpurchase/donations
. SCT Journal purchase/donations
o Adopt a Page contributions for the journal
. Payment for advertising in the journal
o Payment for advertising in the newsletter
r Contributions to the Systems-Centered Training

Institute
Continue to make checks payable to Yvonne
Agazarian for actlvities, materials, and publications
that are outside RIID:

o Fees for workshops, training, tieory, supervision
and leadership practicum groups

o Training materials and/or publications

U RG ENT!

FUND RAISING
15 Eg9ENTIAL NEXT 5TE7

tnward the goal of 1CT

becominq indeVendent

Wantedl
People experienced with:

. Fund raising
o Grant writing
o Contacting foundations
. Finding funding sources

TO JOIN THE
FINANCIAL R,E5OURCES

ACTTON OROUT

Contact: Rich O'Neill
SIjNY HSC Pryc-tiaEy o /5o Adrnr Avqrue

SpareNYlSrO
(3rs) 4643120



ACCESSIBILITY
IN SYSTEMS.CENTERED GROUPS:

A NEW FORK IN THE ROAD
by Victor R. Rash

In systems-centered work, whatever issues brought by the
system to tle group get resolved in the group. However,
there are some issues which need to be dealt with before
the groups gets started; for example, the issue of
accessibility for the disabled. This concern was raised in
Philadelphia at the recent training held at The Racquet
Club.

Titte III of the American Disabilities Act states that
"reasonable accommodation" must be made to provide
accessibility for the handicapped. The law is equally
ambiguous throughout; however, the courts have taken a
narrow view and have almost always sided with the
disabled on the enforcement of this law. Ict me give you
an example of "reasonable accorrmodation".

It was frst determined that The Racquet Club was not
accessible and, tlerefore, the doonnen would assist me,
in my wheel chair in entering and exiting tle building.
This is what we did on Friday, the flrst day of the
training. I had agreed to me€t the doormen on Saturday
morning at 7:45.I arrived as scheduled, and one of ttre
doonnen was there waiting for me. He opened both sets
of doors and said that the other doonnan was on his way
to assist me up the steps and into the building. The other
doonnan arrived on a freight elevator from the basement
to the street. I asked if we could take that elevator into
the basement and then take the inside elevator to the
conference rather ihan pulling me up and down the steps.
It was decided that we could, so for the last nro days
access was more accommodating - even for the
doormen who no longer had to lift me up and down steps.
The questions here is: Is this reasonable access? From
my perspective, it was reasonable enough; I don't lnow
whether or not it actually complies with the law, but I
was satisfied.

Here you can see the potential for a clash between two
systems. The legal system at odds with SCT. If this
power struggle occurs, the odds are very high that SCT
will lose.

That is why an Accessibility Action Group has been
fonned, to head off this clash before it happens. A
number of people expressed interest in participating in
this group (Deirdre Fay, Fran Carter, and Sandra Janoff).

The fork in the road for this issue is regarding what to do
if we find space that is not accessible for a group G
workshop. Do we hold the group or workshop in this
space regardless of accessibility, or do we forget this
space and find another. (I hesitate to mention cancelling
the training.) Often a resolution can be achieved by
exploring all the options, such as the freight elevator at

The Racquet Club or portable ramps which can be put
out at the beginning and end of each workshop.

Under the law, it seems that the term "reasonable
accommodation" refers to changes being made to the
physical environment to accommodate accessibility. I
believe that was the intention of this tenn; however, for
purposes of systems-centered work, I would like all of us
to consider reasonable accommodation as more than the
law. A reasonable effort, a reasonable time frame, and a
common-sense approach will make adapting to this legal
requirement easier for groups that may need !o look at
making changes. We may need to process the
experience of these changes, and I don't think they
should be minimized.

In resolving the accessibility problem, one needs to
consider a few facts. First" there is the newest civil rights
legislation: the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
which forbids discrimination in public accommodation
under Title ltr. This affects the workshops and Eainings
for systems work. Furthermore, the American
Psychological Association (APA) has endorsed the ADA
and has stated that it wiU not give continuing education
credits to organizations or events that do not comply
wirh rhe ADA.

As this group forms, and as Systems-Centered Training
makes a commitment to compliance with the ADA, we
welcome your concerns, ideas, and comments. We
encourage responses to the newsletter. If you wish to
become a member of this group or if you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me at (207) 773-
5639.
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JAQ. Jor,'t4a'l Ad;*o NAq Rt+-rl by cinnie rhompson

q"*f UM/& by rrene McHenry

After the publication of the first journal, I met with
Cinnie Thompson, Mickie Rosen, and Yvonne to discuss
the goals and roles of JAG and NAG. We decided that in
order to have both publications produced efficiently and
effectively, it would be best to divide the publication
responsibilties into two separate, yet connected, action
groups: JAG and NAG. Cinnie will continue to chair the
present NAG group which has tle responsiblity for the
January and July issues of the SCT Newsletter. I will
continue to serve as editor for the SCT Journal and I will
chair a restructured journal advisory group. Several SCT
members have expressed interest in joining the editorial
board of JAG: Dick Peters and Rich O'Neill. We
welcome others who have interest in serving on the
editorial board and/or working as a JAG member to help
with the production and disribution of the Journal. If you
are interested, please contact me at 610-989-9900.

Call for papers: JAG is open tro receive theoretical and
research articles for publication in tle next issue of Oe
SCT Journal. The deadline for receipt of articles is
November l, 1996. Articles should be mailed on disk
witl three accompanying hard copies to: Mickie Rosen,
Managing Editor, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006.

The SCT guidelines for submitting manuscripts to the
journal are under revision by JAG. Please use the curent
operating guidelines printed in the first issue of the SCT
Journal with the following addition: if any of the material
refers to individual patients or groups, please send a
copy of release forms signed by the individuals and
groups discussed in the article. Call Mickie Rosen, 215-
947-281.8, if you need the curent guidelines. In the
future, the final edited version of each manuscript will
be returned to each author for final review and approval
prior to publication.

E-H /-il Ex/r"r* b Sflrfil
by Susan Gantt

I am in the process of helping to organize, what is at this
point, an infonnal e-mail exchange among SCT
members who are interested in exchanging thoughts on
systems-centered practice and application. we are
stafting somewhat slowly and are currently exchanging
ideas on applying a systems-centered orientation during
initial interviews and assessment. Anyone interested in
being included in the e-mail exchange (and joining Ois
subgroup means being willing to put in your piece as you
have it) please write to me on e-mail with your complete
address and I will include your name on the next
circulation of those in the exchange. My e-mail address
is Sgantt@emory.edu.
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The Newsletter Action Group/Journal Action Cnoup
(NAG/JAG) has undergone quite a metamorphosis in the
last 3 to 4 months. Much like a lobster grows out of its
shell and must shed it to accomodate new growth, we
have outgrown being a single group and have divided
into 2 groups to complete the numerous tasks involved in
putting together the newsletter and the journal. We will
miss Irene McHenry, our editor, who wants to devote her
full attention to her role as Editor of the joumal. However
many of the members of NAG, with whom I have had the
pleasure of working, will continue, so you can anticipate
hearing from Verena Murphy, Cindy Shapiro, Elaine
Bass, Joel Wiessler, Mickie Rosen and me when we
NAG you for:
o Articles on the theory and application of SCT
r Surprises and learnings
. Dates for training events
. Advisory and action group reports
. Special interest group reports
o Questions for the "Yo Yvonne" column
o Brag column with news about members
o Research updates

The next issue of the SCT Training News is scheduled
for January 1997. The deadline for receiving material
is on or before December l, 1996!

NAG has been working with Sondra Rubin, who until
now, has been the lone member of PRAG: Public
Relations Action Group. Together we are in the process
of developing a targeted data base of colleges, graduate
programs, institutes, treatment centers, professionals in
the field, and organizations in the Philadelphia area. Our
goal is to disseminate information about SCT, its
training events and the SCT Journal to many more
people. We will be contacting you in Boston, Austin,
etc. in an attempt to spread the word even further. An
enlarged data base will provide us with significant
marketing opportunities, so we ask that you give this
some consideration.

Serge Prengel in New York has been exploring
possibilities for putting SCT on the Intemet. He is
patiently waiting on the sidelines for the go ahead sign.
We're not ready yet!

We are open to your ideas and encourage using the
Newsletter as a forum to communicate.



VAQ,U;/-, Ad;*^ q"*f
by Phyllis Holst Goltra and Anita Simon

The Video Action Group (VAG) was convened by
Phyllis Holst Goltra in the fall of 1ts5. Membership was
Phyllis, Anita Simon, Eileen Jones and Elaine Dinitz.
Our goal was to apply SAVI communication theory to
the feedback process during mentor-led feedback
sessions in the 5-Day Skills Training.Our method was to
look at actual tapes of mentor-led feedback sessions, to
see what behaviors were used by givers and receivers of
feedback, and what the effect on the receivers of the
feedback were of those different behaviors.t Our stated
goal is to produce a short video tape on the behaviors of
effective feedback for use by mentors during feedback
sessions.

Our first product was a booklet showing driving and
restraining forces for information transfer during the
feedback process. This product was used by the mentors
of the April '96 workshop. We found that one of the most
common behaviors used in giving feedback was
"Opinions" (as defined in tie SAVI system, see SAVI
GRID on page 22 of this Newsletter. We studied the
techniques that people receiving feedback used to
convert these opinions into checkable, verifiable data,
and generated others from SAVI theory.

From this work, the motto of V.A.G. has emerged: From
VAGIIE to VAG. Feedback about this product from the
Spring 1996 Mentors is paraphrased as follows: Driving
forces were: receiver had authority; receiver could select
the way feedback was organized by asking for verbal o
nonverbal behaviors or a specific role; separating facts
from opinions, less likely to take personally, asking fa
restraining forces, recognizing own "one-up" b€havior,
less time taken up in large group for how feedback was
given. Restraining forces were: too little time for mentors
to learn the technique; and, difficulty in converting
opinions into data language.2

Currently we tue working on a short video tape which
demonstrates the skills needed by the giver of feedback
and the person soliciting tie feedback, in order fo
useable data to be exchanged. One of the main sets of
skills we've found the solicitor of feedback needs to
develop is the ability to keep the locus of control in their

t Considerable care is being taken to protect the confidentiality
of the people on the tape. Explanations were made to those on
the tapes of tbe purpose of the tapes, and release fomrs were
obtained from those who were taped. No person's voice or
picture is to be used in any of VAG final products, and no
person's words are linked to their name in any product. The

original, unduplicated tapes are returned to the owners. The
primary use of the tape is to learn how certain verbal behaviors,
in general, affect the feedback process by looking at many
different instances of giving and receiving feedback.
2 Special thanks to Mentor Elaine Pratt for these driving and

restraining forces.

8

own hands. We saw many instances on the fihn of
recipients of feedback being banaged by monologues of
opinions, and withdrawing from the interchange into
silence and physical slumping and collapse. The video
will demonstrate specific strategies for people receiving
feedback to stay engaged in the process, and to be able
to monitor for and transform opinions into the data they
want and they can use for change.

We are hoping to have a pilot version of this tape ready
for the 5-day in Austin, November '96.

A note of interest to the musically-masochistic: a by-
product of our work is the V.A.G. Theme Song, to be
launched at a future CORE group meeting.

A Rt+*,tt*^tkA1PA
la,ql;,t ^lt /"t^l W
by Susan Gann

The Systems-centered approach was well represented at
the American Group Psychotherapy Association's Annual
Institute and Conference held in San Francisco last
February, with five different offerings over the five-day
event. The facts are as follows: Yvonne Agazuim
presented a two-day institute on Defense Analysis in
Systems-Centered Therapy that was well-attended and
well-received. The following day Susan Gantt and Celia
Huston coJed a one-day workshop, Using Boundaries
and Subgrouping to Contain and Integrate Splis. Thirty
people attended this workshop, many of whom had had
no previous exposure to ttre systems-centered approach.
The next day Claudia Byrarn presented a poster session
done by her and Anita Simon on SAVI. On Saturday,
Fran Carter and Claudia Byram led a one-day workshop,
Treating Anxiety and Depression in Short-Term Groups:
A Systems-Centered Model. On this same day, Yvonne
Agazarian presented SCT as part of a three-hour open
session. She and Stewart Aledort each demonstrated
their particular approach to group psychotherapy. A large
crowd (over 100 participants) attended this session
which provided opportunities for explicit comparison in
the nvo approaches. For anyone who is interested, this
session is available on audio tape from Repeat
Perforrrance, (219) 465-1234. My feelings in
relationship to our number and diversity of
offerings: pleasure and excitement. The next AGPA
meeting will be held in New York City in February,
1997.

Articles are welcome for the January Issue

SYSTEMS.CENTEREDO TRAINING I\IEWS

Deadline December t, lY)6
SCT News: c/o Mickie Rosen

70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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Arl;r q"*f by leffEiberson

Since the last newsletter, ttrere have been several
developments regarding the processing of Credits fu
Continuing Education. I want to call attention to and
thank the following people who have either been doing
CEU work in exchange for training or out of the goodness
of their hearts. In Philadelphia, Lillian Goertzel has
taken over awarding Certificates of Completion and
Continuing Education Credits to the participants of the
first Monday of the monttr large group and the last
Wednesday of the month ongoing group. And Jerry
Rardin will do the same for the monthly Friday group.
Fred delong handled this task at the recent Spring SCT
Training Weekend. Cinnie Thompson is working on the
backlog of applications and Eileen Jones and Vicki
Wu:nan do the majority of the work for the NY groups.
We continue to be interested in having people in Boston
and Austin volunteer for this project for those trainings
that Yvonne either leads or attends.

The next task for our action group is to complete the
application for SCT to have its own providership granted
by the American Psychological Association. Fred
delong and Yvonne are working on this with me. The
application is due by August lst and will cost about
$1100 for the first year and about $300 thereafter. It is
our hope that the data collected for this application will
serve as a model for the credentialing in other
disciplines. Once we are ready, Vicki Wurman will be
investigating what is involved in obtaining provider
status for social workers. We encourage anyone who is
interested in working with her or in working on beginning
this process for nurses, marriage and family therapists
erc. to conracr me at (215) 5M-1767.

fPA q :F ;,rto<^al ka.-,qoe,t

Arl;*o q"*fi by Richard M. o,Neiu

Currently there are five members of that group - Rich
O'Neill, Fran Carter, Susan Gantt, and Roll Fellows. At
present the FRAG group is considering the following
ways to do this: 1) directly appealing for contributions
from SCT members and interested ottrers via the
newsletter, phone or letter tree; 2) marketing SCT
products (e.9. audio tapes from training events) 3)
applying to foundations for grant support.

Anyone interested in working with FRAG who has
experience in fund raising, grant writing, or contact with
foundations or other possible funding sources, please
contact Rich O'Neill at (315) &-3120 or (315) 4*
3163 GAX). The group has been meeting by conference
call so geography is not a restraining force to FRAG
membership.
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fluua;t"1 gq R4*l
by Joan Adams

The Diversity Special Interest Group (Vicki Wurman,
Zeb Schectel, Maggie Brenner, Carl Hodges, Eileen
Jones and Joan Adams) has been meeting monthly fu
about two years. The meetings at this point explore what
it is to practice SCT. We have been absolutely
fascinated wittr the kinds of diversity issues that have
come up simply around stage of life development and
age issues. And, we are consistently sure that the
diversity SIG has been containing, as a subgroup, a lot of
the diversity issues that, at least up until this weekend,
have not been dealt with in the large group, (e.g. issues
of race, ethnicity, class, and sexual orientation).

A couple of people attending the weekend tmining
expressed interest in joining the Diversity SIG. The group
has been struggling with the issue of whether we are
ready to take in new people. Yvonne reminded us that,
so far, the SCT groups are not closed, and that although
people do not come into membership, they have the right
to come and observe.

0M
Atwgqk+*t
by Berj Philibossian

The Organizational Applications SIG (Marvin Berman,
Fran Carter, Tom Hinchcliff, Sandra Janoff, Ruth
Littlejohn, Tom Michael Brej Philibossian, Beulah Trey)
is now meeting on a regular monthly basis. Interest and
motivation are strong. Most of the time in our meetings
has been devoted to discussing and evaluating the
application of SCT to organizations. For example, we
have been using the distraction exercise to open otu
meetings. In one of our meetings, after we completed the
exercise, we discussed il and how, the exercise might
be modified for use in an organization.

We have been in regular communication with the New
York group. New York has offered to act as a "pilot
group" to test out training designs that we develop fu
organizational application.

We are currently working to fonnulate what and how we
would develop in terms of raining designs and materials.
If you have any ideas or tentative designs you would like
to share, we would be interested in hearing from you.

Please mail o Berj Philibossian, 2201 Pennsylvania
Ave., #311, Philadelphia, PA 19130

Beginning in September, the Philadelphia OA SIG will
me€t every third Friday of the month, from 7:15 am to
8:45 am. Hopefully, this will make it easier for people
to plan for and participate in the sessions. Now that we
have a regular meeting schedule, we lue ready to begin
identifying more specific goals and outputs for the future.



Tra*,a A/4/Lb,u/ Q"t
Ke+,Orfli From Fran carter

The Training Advisory Group continues to work! As
Claudia mentioned in the last newsletter report, during
the second half of 1995 and the beginning of 1996, we
oriented ourselves toward the goal of clarifying the
basics of the Foundation and Intennediate Levels of SCT
training. This is a step towards building a fonnal
structure around what has been an emergent training
process. The "Training Options" chart and suurmary was
the first formal product to emerge giving everyone a
general orientation to the levels of training with relevant
training contexts.

With some excitement, curiosity and perhaps
apprehension at the edge of tie unlmown, we are
including our second product in this newsletter. This is a
more detailed overview of what one learns at the
Foundation and Intermediate levels of training. The what
is broken down into the goals related to learning SCT
theory and practice in the areas of personal development
(learning), cognitive development (lcrowing), and skill
mastery (using). The Foundation Level focuses on work
with oneself while the Intermediate Level continues to
build on work in relationship to oneself and adds the
component of using what one has learned with others.
We would like everyone to look at it and try it out as a
functional tool for yourself and give us feedback. We
will be looking at it again in November.

As we did that work, we began to wonder how we might
use systems-centered theory and methods in both our
thinking about assessment and its application to a fomral
systems-centered assessment process. Our goal is to
develop a process that would help individuals, trainers
and the organization determine where a person is in
relationship to: 1) one's own experiential work and when
it makes sense to add more advanced levels of training
to one's experience, 2) mastery of SCT concepts and
techniques in tle application with others, 3) the ability
to teach others to use SCT and 4) when someone is
sufficiently trained to move into the larger environment
witl authorization to fonnally refer to oneself as a
systems-centered therapist, teacher, supervisor, trainer a
consultant.

This last area has set TAG grappling with ttre issues of
responsibility, accountability, and autlority as they are
linked to an assessment process. TAG is aware that
different members in tle system have different roles and
different responsibilities. Some members have a role
with responsibility to protect the organization, Oe
integrity of the theory and how members interface with
the outside environment. Others have a role with only
responsibility for themselves and their own leaming and
integrity in practice. Others have roles with responsibility
for teaching, supervising and raining others. Others have
multiple roles. We are looking to create a structue

10

within which all the different roles can communicate
across Oe different role boundaries in the context of the
goal of assessment. We are also beginning to understand
tlat assessment, involves accountability to oneself,
accountability for representing SCT in a responsible way
and accountability to and for our new organization, that
in turn, represents a broader arena of accountability.

As in all our work so far, TAG is looking to give a more
cgmprehensive structure to what we already have in our
system in both pr@esses and methods and build from
there. Specifically, we are looking at using the
assessment experiences we already have - in our use of
force fields, "next steps", "either I lnow it or I don't"
questionnaires, video-taped working session from the 5-
day, interactive feedback processes from the S-day,
evaluation fonns, sociometrics and consultation with
trainers or mentors - and thinking about how to more
formally incorporate them into every training event as
well as to use them over time.

TAG has begun to think that each area or level of
training needs its own area of assessment and that the
different levels of training might use similar kinds of
assessment methods as well as different - linked to
issues related to the phase of development.

We are working to discover what it takes to assess our
own selves in relationship to our goals, our development
as members and as leaders as well as to clarify our next
steps as individuals, members of subgroups (like TAG)
and for the organization as a whole. TAG is at the
thinking stage, bringing in as many ideas at :rs many
different levels as we can hold at a given time. We are
also planning to have a product for November.
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Foundation Level training builds mastery of ttre fundamentals of systems-centered theory and practice. These
fundamentals are: 1) personal development -- growth that comes from working with oneself in ttre systems-centered
method in the first phase of group development, 2) cognitive development - knowing the basic constructs, dynamic
principle, methods and techniques of systems-centered therapy, 3) skill development -- the ability to use systems-
centered techniques as a group member.

PERSONAL DEYELOPMENT - learning to:
o Work in a sub-group
o Explore internal experiences, move oneself across boundaries into the here-and-now, experience oneself in

different internal systems (seeing oneself from the p€rspective of the person system, self system, member system,
member of a sub-group, member of a group-as-a-whole), notice incongruities between own verbal and non-verbal
behavior, find own "center", cross functional boundary between experiential and review group work, differentiate
between opinions and descriptive language

o Increase capacity to work with own defenses: with help, recognize own defenses, contain and undo anxiety,
tension, outrages, depression and recognize redundant use of SAVI red-light behaviors in context of a systems-
centered group

o Recognize and be motivated to con[ain and explore own issues with authority, sufficient to recognize major acting
out around boundaries of space, time, reality, role (foundation for Module 2 work)

r Recognize and explore own impulses to create Identified Patient and/or Scapegoat roles

COGNITM DEVELOPMENT - knowing:
o Four basic construcs (hierarchy, isomorphy, structure and function) and the dynamic principle (differentiation and

integration) of the Theory of Living Human Systems
o Basic methods and techniques of systems-centered therapy including: boundaries and boundarying, functional

subgrouping, fork-in-the-road, levels of systems in systems-centered groups, context of systems-centered member
role

o Fundamental communication constructs, definitions and patterns in System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction
(SAVD

o Principle and purpose of force-field analysis

SKILL DEYELOPMENT - using:
. Systems-centered techniques as a group member: subgrouping, distractions, fork in the road, exploring, undoing

triad of symptomatic defenses (Module One)
o Force-field structure, with descriptive language
o SAVI to recognize and select verbal behaviors which facilitate (or hinder) infonnation transfer

TRAINING PATHIVAYS:
The primary leaming environment for Foundation Level work is an ongoing experiential training group. These
groups meet weekly or monthly in several locations (see current Training Options chart). Workshop experiences add
brief lectures on theory and introduce or extend experiential work. Theory and Supervision groups are available in
some cities and are usually open to members working at the Foundation Level. Theory and Supervision groups become
more important as members move toward Intermediate Level training. Two-day SAYI Foundation (basic) Workshops
are available several times a year.

ADD INTERMEDIATE LEVEL EXPERIENCES WHEN:
You have talked with your mentor, your experiential group leader and other systems-centered members with whom you
have worked to help determine the degree to which you have met the Foundation Level goals desoibed above. Your
own force-field analysis of driving and restraining forces around the authority issue is an important part of this
assessment.
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Intermediate Level training experiences build on and add to the Foundation Level training experiences. Intermediate
Level training continues personal and cognitive development and adds to skill development the ability to use systems-
centered methods and techniques with others. In addition, applications of systems-cintered tecnniques in one's own
work is pafi of the Intennediate Level.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT - learning to:o Contain self and multiple internal sub-groups, join in the SCT member role, choose and work in subgroups wittr an
awareness of the group-as-a-whole and the member system levels, contain the authority issue and work, recognize
and undo own defenses in Modules 1-3, recognize own experience in the context of phase of group development,
recognize the difference between descriptive language and opinions and feelings, recognize the difference between
comprehensive and apprehensive experiences

COGNITM DEVELOPMENT - knowing:
o The major defenses in each module of the 5 Modules of Defense Modification with the recognition of the

techniques for undoing them in relation to oneself
o The context for work as determined by the phases of group development and awareness of the interface between

phases of group development and the hierarchy of defense modification
o SAVI theory and typical communication patterns, including behavior recognition and recognition of "alert" patterns
o The relationship between systems-centered theory and the use of the force field as a diagnostic toolo The concept of containing, with orientation to the hierarchy of group systems and the phase of group development

SKILL DEVELOPMENT - using:
Systems-centered techniques in work with oneself and with others., specifically:. Module I techniques (un-doing social and triad of symptomatic defenses). Module 2 techniques (un-doing role locks). Module 3 techniques (working with resistance to change and stubbornness). Techniques of subgroup fonnation. Fork-in-the-roadmetaphor
. Force field technique
. SAVI strategies to facilitate information transfer

APPLICATIONS - applying systems-centered theory, methods and techniques to:
. Putting into practice subgrouping, boundarying, undoing Module One defenses, and recognizing and undoing red-

light communication patterns in work context
o Short term applications (e.g., time-limited therapy group, educational program, workshop design)
. Mentoring other systems-centered members
r Conducting psychotherapy (individual, couples or group) or organizational applications with systems-centered

supervision

TRATNTNG PATHWAYS:
Your ongoing experiential training group and other experiential settings (e.g. weekend workshops) provide the
setting for continued developmental work. In some of these settings, work in the containing role is required. Theory
and supervision groups are essential at the Intermediate training level. Two Five.Day Training programs provide the
setting for skill mastery and for intensive developmental work at ttre Module 3 level. SAVI application workshops
provide further training in mapping and managing the communication process.

ADD ADVANCED LEVEL EXPERIENCES WHEN:
(Criteria and experiences not yet developed)

This is a working document prepared by SCT Training Advisory Group, April, 1996.

Next review and revision scheduled for November 1996
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REQUEST FOR TRADEMARK LICENSING

A license MUST be granted by Yvonne M. Agazarian to use any form of SCT@
(Trademark law requires that applications for rewwing license be submitted 9a days prior to the ncxt licensing date.

Those of you wlw get your license rww, will nced to reapply by August 15,1997)

Degree: Date:

Address

Home phone: Work phone:

Discipline: License #

Number of years practicing/applying SCT

Context in which you iue using SCT (Check all that apply)
E Therapy n training I Teaching
f] Supervision D Consultation D Oter 

-Writc a brief descriptlon of what you are doing that is referred to - or is in any way ldentified as SCT.

Check the kinds of SCT Training@ have you participated in. Indicate where, wheno and your role.

n oNconqcrRArNINGGRoLlP where

E uornrvrRAII{INGGRoTJP where
E rmonycRollP where

when
when
when
when
when
when

when
when
when

fl sunenvrsroN
E uaonnsrmt

where
LEADERSHIPTRAINING

E wrucNowoRKsHoP
E s-oey u.rrrnuEDIATE sKrLL TRATNTNc

n Member role where

n Mentor Role 

-where

E s-peya,tmronrrvcRollP where

n FRENDS sERrEs
f] Foundation level when
E Intermediate level when
fl sarr Role when

Send application and a check for $l.fi) ( payable to Yvonne Agazarian) to:

Yvonne Agazarian . 553 North Judson Street . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania f9130 . (215) 561-7428
56?@, Sysrems-Centered@, Systems-Cantered Training@, and Systems-Cantered Thcrapy@ are registered tr&nar*.s of Dr. Yvorne M. Agazlriaa
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the Conference Organizing Group Hosts

Pat Louis and Joy Luther

The Austin group is revving up for the five
conferences and three day weekend tmining
November. We'd like to tell you something about
city and why Texan's love to brag about our city,
capital of Texas.

Nestled in ttre Texas Hill Country, Austin in November
is glorious. With an average November temperature of 59
degrees, you won't have to pack more than a light jacket
or a sweat shirt to keep you warm. In fact, shorB are not
unheard of tiis time of year - but bring your sweats,
just in case. There are about seven days of rainy
weather, on the average, in November. So far this whole
year, we've had way under that! (In Austin, if you don't
like the weattrer, just wait a minute.) We in Austin urge
you to wear comfortable clothing and be prepared just to
enjoy your evenings in a relaxed, down-home rnnner.

Called one of the "last great places" by tle Nature
Conservancy, the city lies at the edge of Texas Hill
Country's 32,000 square miles of canyons, lakes and live
oaks. The weather is perfect for a walk along Oe banks
of the Colorado River or an evening jog along the many
hike and bike trails in the city. For the adventurous, you
can take a swim in the cool 68 degree natural spring-fed
pool known as Barton Springs or climb the steps to
Mount Bonnell to view the panorama of Lake Austin and
the city sky line. For those with taste for something less
taxing (and more salty), you can relax with a margarita
and breathe in the sunset over Lake Travis. An
intellectually rich city, Austin is home to the highest
number of bookstores per capita in the US and the
University of Texas, a 357 acre campus that claims
several prominent museums, including tle LBJ Library.

Irom

day
in

our
the

You won't leave Austin hungering for anything except
more. Home of the now nation wide-chain of natural food
stores, Whole Foods Market, you can find almost any
food to meet your dining preferences. Grab a long-neck
and some bar-b-que and later go scooting across the saw
dust wooden floors of the infamous Broken Square Dance
Hall. Dine amid the bustling street life of Austin's Sixth
Street and sample the music and craziness of a
November night. Sample from a wide array of Tex-Mex
rescaurants and learn how to eat tamale and enjoy
conjunto music. Or take your time, and dine in the
elegance of a palatial Spanish hacienda and partake of
the tastes and aromas of interior Mexico or the new
haute cuisine of the Southwest.

In Austin, we are here to entertain you. Known as the
"Live Music Capital of the world," be prepared to
encounter great live music anywbere from the grocery
store to the smallest coffee shop, sit in at Treadgills,
where Janis Joplin first played, and see who drops by on
Wednesday nights or get down and dirty at Antone's,
home of the blues and the late great Stevie Ray Vaughn.
There are over a hundred venues to choose from any
night of the week and tle talent is incredible.

Oh, yes, there may still be some time left for SCT
training. Better yet, do the training frst! Open your
boundaries for learning, then "in subgroups" of course,
"MAKE LOTS OF SPACE FOR FUN!''

Call us, Pat Louis (512) 345-5544 or Joy Luther (512)
794-07t7, so we can help you find accomodations,
commercial ones or in homes and/or connect you with
local SCT members for rides, and places to go in Austin.
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FRtL INTERMEDIRTE TRRININ6 IUORKSHOP UII
IN SYSTEMS-CENTEBED@ 6BOUP RND INDIUIDURT THERRPY

Melbourne Conference Center .4611Bee Caves Road

RUSTT N, TEHRS

Sunday November 17 to Thursday November 21, 1996

SKILT TRRININ6
This is a 5-day intensive skill training in SCT@ techniques with video tape

feedback and peer review. Intermediate training is for those who have been involved
in SCT for at least two years and who are curently in an ongoing SCT training group.

THOSE OF YOU IUHO IUOULO LIKE
RN INUITRTION TO THE

S-DRY INTEBMEDIRTE TBRINING FOR FAII I996

Please Iill out this form

5-DRY INTERMEDIRTE SKITL TRRINING
IN SYSTEMS-CENTEBED THEBRPY@

tr I am interested in getting more information about the Fall 1996 Five - Day
Intermediate Skill Training, and would like to receive the self-assessment
questionnaire, the criteria for selection, and application form.

tr In addition, since I have attended a prior 5-Day Trainingr l am interested
in receiving the criteria for working in the Mentor Role.

tr The registration fee is $550 before Nov. 4 and $6fi) after Nov. 4,1996.
There is a $50 cancellation fee.
Please chtck box if you plan to negotiate WorASrudy Exchange with Eileen Jones:
225 East 5th Street, Apartmtnt 5AR, New York, NY 10003 Phone (212) 673-4968

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE#'so( )-H( )-

Send to: Systems-Centered Training@, c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19m6, USA
Phone (215) 947-2ElE F.AX (215) 947-281E (call first)

SCT@, Systems-Centered@, Systems-Centered Training@, and Systems-Centered Therapy@
are registered trademarks of Dr. Yvonnc M. Agazarian
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Group F - For people neu, to SCT@ or for more experienced members
utho ulant to utork in first phase of group deuelopment ...

. Work in a Systems-Centered group on reactions to authority.. Observe a group working in the phase of intimacy.. Learn how to work in subgroups the SCT method of conflict resolution.. Lsarn the skills of undoing anxiety, worrying and tension and the map of
systematically reducing the restraints to therapeutic change.

6B0UP B . For people experienced in Sgstems-Centered ulork ...
o Continue work in the experiential large group working primarity in the

second phase of group development.o Observe a group working in the first phase of group development.o ldentify the driving and restraining forces to meeting the goals of the group,
the subgroups and the group members.

11, h 
"*The SCT Workshop XIII will be held at

fhe Melbourne Conference Center, 4611 Bee Caves Road

RUSTI N, TEI|RS
lUhen

1:00 pm Friday, November 22 to noon on Sunday, November 24, 1996
On-site registration at 12:00 noon

Horu Much
$350 before November 4th - $400:00 after November 4th, 1996

Arrangements for Work/Study Exchange call Eileen Jones at (212) 673-4968

HOIU TO BEG ISTEB
For pre-conferenc€ reservation and pre- workshop material s,

send a $50.00 non-refundable deposit (payable to Yvonne Agazarian) to:
Systems-Centered Training@ . c/o Mickie Rosen

70 BoucherDrive. Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. (215)947-2818. FAX (215)947-2818 (call frs$

NT A f,TE'

.ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE#S OO HO-
SC7@, Sysrems-Centered@, Systenrs-Centered Training@, and Systents-Centered Therapy@

are registered trademarks of Dr. Yvonne M. Agazarian
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THE SCT INSTITUTE

6
IS MRKING B TBENSITION INTO BECOMING SETF.SUPPOBTING.

If you want to continue to receive the SCT News, and do not want

membership, please send a tax deductable donation (if you can) to cover the costs.

PTERSE CONTINUE TO SEND ME THE SCT@ NEIUS!

Please fill out and return this form

Name: Phone #

Address:

Thank you for your donation of $ Make checks payable to SCT(RHD

Send to: SCT News o c/o Mickie Rosen o 70 Boucher Drive o Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. USA (215) 947-2818

Additional copies and/or back issues can be ordered at the cost of $2.50 per copy plus $l.fi) postage.

Be confident in your charitable giving. The SCT Institute is a division of Resources for Human Devebpment, Inc., a registered
charitable organization. In accordance with Pennsylvania lavt, we are required to advise you tlwt a copy of our financial information

moy be obtainedfrom the Pennsylvania Department of State by calling 1-800-732-0999. Registraion does not imply endorsement.

THE JOURNAL ACTTON GROUP (JAG)
proudly announces publication of the first edition of

The

SCT@ JOURNAL
Systems-Centered Theory and Practice

ALL SCT INSTITUTE MEMBERS RECEIVE THE SCT JOURNAL

ADDITIONAL COPIES AND @PIES FOR NON.MEMBERS CAN BE ORDERED FOB

$ZS.OO per issue in the US, Canada, or Merico. $35.00 outside North America

Enclosed is payment of $

Name:

for copy/copies of the SCP Journal

Phone #

Mail payment plus $1.50 per copy lor handling (payable to SCT/RHD) to:
SCf Press . c/o Mickie Rosen. Z0 Boucher Drive. Huntingdon Valley, PA t9006. USA. (215) 947-2818
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SCT@ MEMBEBSH IP RPPI !CRTION and
D I BECTORY QUESTI ONNR ! BE

MEMBERS RECEIUE

Annual Membership Fee is $55 (or more or less)
The membership year nrns from the November, 1995 SCT Workshop

to the Novemb€r, 1996 SCT Workshop.

join or rene\r now to be included in the next edition of the

SCT@ I nstitute Membership Directorg
WHICH WILL LIST THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
. Member's name, mailing address, phones, fax, e-mail
. Practice or work specialty. Mentors with their areas of expertise
. Hosts for out of town visitors
. Resources for visiting clinics and hospitals

tr I WANT TO BECOME AI\ SCT MEMBER fOT 1996

n I WAIIT TO RENEW MY SCT MEMBERSIIIP for 1996

T I AM ALREADY AN SCT MEMBER fOT 1996

Please list me in the next SCT Membership Directory as indicated below.
Please chcck which address to use as your mailing address!

Name : (Pkase Print) Degree

The Bi-Annual SCT Newsletter
SCT Membership Directory

The Annual SCT Journel
Access to Peer Mentorship

E Home

E Work/Ofnce Address:

Home Phone: lVork Phone: FAX:

E-mail: Affiliation Specialty

SCT members are also mentors to one another. Check the box below that fits your availability.

tr 10 minute free consultation D full session (negotiate fee for service)

Mentor resources and areas of expertise 1)

2)

Are you willing to hostlhouse visitors fonn out of town or foreign countries? n Yes tr No

House tr Host tr Arrange for guest to visit hospitals or clinics in your area?

Your professional contacts are with

3)

Errclosed is a checkfor $ 

- 

payable to Yvonne Agaznrian

Send to: SCT Membership, clo Mickie Rosen, 70 Bouchcr Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

SCT@, Systems-Centered@, Systems-Centered Training@, and Systems-Centered Therapy@

are registered tademarlu of Dr. Yvonne M. Agazarian
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John Anderson
B rnardo's-235 Corstorphine Rd.

E$.eP.He.U,.-EtI-l?..7-48....q-c.9I-r4IlP..-u-...5*......

TO THE SCT DIBECTORY

01383880138 ltome
01313349893 ofrce
01313164008/a,
(215)222-3497 hontc
(215) 47r-2150 offve

(617) 48+8989 honw
(617) 85'31l2offtce

Victor R. Rash
401 Cumberland Ave. #1405

QAT773-5639 honu
(207)77+6877 offrce

9840346lwme
9813208 offtce
9824147 fax

(615) 269-6489 home
(615) 93G0252offtce
(6t5) 936-02021ox

MEMBERSHIP RDDITIONS RND ION CORRECTIONS

Walaoma to Naw Mambars

Geraldine Alpert
1010 B. Sreet

(415) 453-8969 ofrce

San Rafael, CA 94901

Linda Farrow
312 North 37th Sreet

B-ni. k9.e. lp.Ii.e'.. 8.4-.. I P. I q{....

Deirdre Fay
25 Falmouth Street #3
Belmont, MA 02178

waiiace ri.i;h;; (iiifioe-ilu
482 Amherst Court

Juliet Koprowska
The Yews, \Maptington Hall

0(175) 93G2104 home
0(190) 44$3498 ofice

Allerthmpe
York, YOl sDD ENGLAND

Rachel Lenn
12420 Gol<lfinch Court
Patomic, MD 20854

Portland, ME 04101

Katherine A. Straznickas (415) 731-7 441 lwnu
l2T2TenthAvenue #101

.s.ese r*, -c..4. .2 tl2?..-...
Yasso Yassiliou
34, Ivis Str.
17455 P. Faleron
Athens, GREECE

Lynn lYalker
341I Hopkinstane
Nashville, TN 37215

.,RDOPT R PR6E "
1upVofr t,he 1CT Journal with a tax daduaiable aontrlbution

and have your name lieted on the journal ?a7e ao a o?oneor
R! conJident in yoyl clunalb g.iving. The SCT lwtitute is a divisioa of Resourccs for Human Developmcnt, Inc,, a regisured cluribble organizstion.
In accordance wi'h P**vtufiWxx, 

:;"rfi2'61:irffy;ffrlm;r5?H"'{-ffmx'#,:,Wlxn"X!.^ai;; ii iiiivii,

Addltlone andl
or Coraations

Yvonne Agazarlan:
Addition: Fa:r: (215) 561-3618

Claudie Byram:
Ofice phonc conectioru*
(21t s61.0341

Fran Carter:
Fax correction: (215) 988-9256

Renata diFlorio
Honu plune correction (&9)2Y-
3661 Ofice (60i,) 231-494 Honu

Susan Galr
Address correction:
382 Central Park West lU
Larry Galpert
Change of address
8766 NE lllgh School Road
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
(206)U2-659lpne
(206) t4,2-620t ofice

Dick Ganley:
Honu pluru conection:
(610) 660-9301

Anita Simon:
Addition: Fax: (215) 763-7472

Barbara Turner, Ph.D.
Address and Fax conectian:
2801 Buford Highway NE
Suite 160
Fax: (46t4;633-7848

Don Turner, M.D.
Address and Fax conection:
2801 Buford Highway ItlE
Suite 160
Fax: 1+6t41633-7848
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" Daboor.ve$i,atJ'
A surprise submitted by Mickie Rosen

I want to share, in her own words, a surprising
experience of. a 47 year old client who I'll call Ellen. I
had been seeing her for several years in both individual
and group therapy. We began working together before I
started to apply SCT methods in my work. She and her
group for woman struggling witi obesity and compulsive
overeating were accustomed to story telling and
explaining about a feeling experience rather than
exploring the experience. Although they were familiar
witb exploring hidden and often unacceptable pafis of
themselves through the use of art therapy, they were
unfamiliar with exploring in the SCT method. It was hard
for the group and for Ellen to make the shift from
concretized symbolic imagery to exploring their inner,
physiologic experience, especially when not trained to
do so from the onset.

At the time of her surprising breakthrough out of
resistance to exploring, Ellen tended to block the
experience by clinging to the beliefs that she "didn't
lmow how" or "couldn't do it right" which only
heightened her performance anxiety. This is what
happened on the day ol what seemed to her, like session
504.

I dragged myself in to my therapy session at 8:00
A.M. that Tuesday morning. I didn't want to be
here. I didn't want to be here on Tuesday
especially. I had just been here the night before
for my group session. Mickie, don't you lnow
that this is a 45-60 minute drive? Don't you lnow
that I just got home and had to turn around and
come back? I don't have anything to talk about, I
don't have an agenda, don't you know this is
session 5M and if I haven't talked about it by
now, I'm not going to? "So, what is it like being
at the edge of the unknown?", you ask. I don't
krow and I don't care, you are not going to get
me there, don't even try it. "That is your
defensive response", you say. I close my eyes,
more to keep you out than to cooperate, my
defenses are my friends, no one is going to take
them away, even for a moment. My thoughts
dissipate, my head fills with blackness, a void,
intemrpted only by a circular halo of light
emanating from the galaxy that had fonned in
my vision. My left ear, and my left ear only, is
filled with a rushing sound. I have journeyed to a
place before my existence, I have labeled it
"Pre-conception". And then, an invisible wall
swishes away from both behind and in front of
my visionary galaxy. It is like a curtain being

20

drawn to allow me to fully join my vision. My
defenses have been swept aside and there I am,
before I was, as defenseless as one gets. And it
was wonderfrrM have never been this free.
Mickie, when can I come back?

Support the

SCl@JOURNAL
Systems-Centered Theory and Practice

with a tax deductable
contribution

*RDOPT R PR6E'
and have your name listed

on the joumal page as a sponsor

or place an

RIIUERTI SEMENT

Send copy as soon as possible for
publication in the next issue ol the Joumal

ACTUAL JOURNAL SIZE t III'' X TI"
Ad Slzes: Rates:

Full-page (7" x 10")... ....... $150
Quarter-page Vertical (3 ll2" x 4 3/4")....... $50
Three quarter -page (7.x 7 ")................... $100
Quarter-page Horizontal (7" x 2 l/4")........ $50
Half-page Horizontal (7"x 4 l/2")............. $80
Business card size (3 ll2 x 2 ll4")........... $25
Half-page Vertical (3 l12"x 9 ll2")............ $80
Benefactor listing.......... .... $10

The text of your message can include any
combination of text, graphics and/or logo

(if copy is not camera-ready, add $10 for set -up charge).

Send copy with a check, payable to SCT/RHD to:

The SCTo Journal c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Phone (215) 947-2818 FAX (215) 331-2350

Be conSdent in your chaitdle giving. The SCT btstinte is a division
of Resources lor Hunan Developmenl Inc., a registered cluimblc
orgorizgtion In accordarce with Pemsylvania lant, we are required
to advise you tlnt a copy of our $nancial inlormation may be obniaed
lrom the Pannsytvania Depanment of Sare by calling l -W-732-
099. Registration does not imply etdorsement.
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. Editor's note: This is the frst installment of a column

we hope to have as a regular feature of the newsletter.
Members of the SCT community are invited to submit
questions pertaining to SCT theory and practice to Yvonne,
who will answer them for publication. Questions will be
published anonymously and may be edited for fonn, or
combined with other similar queries as a "voice of the
group." At the end of each instalLrnent will be a question

from Yvonne to the SCT community - not a quiz, but a
request for research data. Questions and answers may be

submitted to Joel Wiessler, by mail (140 West End Avenue
27B, New York, NY 10023), voice (212-72145M), fax
(212-721-6tU) or email to joelw@earthlink.net. Learn,
contribute and have fun!

. Yo Yvonne! Why don't we have an offi.cial clock at
training eyents? A publicly-displayed, "official" clock,
synchronized, in each room where SCT members are
working would be a good idea.

. Yo Yvonne! We learn in SCT ta subgroup with

feelings. In business organizations, asking people to
share feelings is like asking them to jump out the
window. Can subgrouping be done around content?
Subgrouping is a conflict-resolution method of
discriminating and integrating differences between two
subgroups that come together around similarities, recognize
the differences in the apparently similar within each
subgroup, come to recognize similarities within the
apparently different between subgroups, and integrate the
infornation at the level of the group-as-a-whole. This
applies well in organizations - see "Organizational
Application of the Concept of Functional Subgrouping" by
Berj Philibossian in the SCT Journal, Number l, 1996.
What changes in SCT is not the method or the technique.
The OD "context" or the consultant "context" or the therapy
"context" all require the same hierarchy of methods and
techniques pacing the development of the system. What
changes is the application which always relates to the role
of tle SCT practitioner, the goal of the intervention, and
the stage of development the system is in. (Titrating
communication in relationship to appropriate boundary
permeability!)

a Yo Yvonne! Please disczss "charscter defenses" in
SCT terms, Character defenses are the constellation of
defenses that are manifested in role locks with the self and
others. Thinking about character defenses in SCT means

thinking about how "roles" are modified differently in
the different phases of group development.

. Yo Yvonne! Please disczss "transference" dnd

"countertransference" in SCT terms. Roles are

predictable sets of responses that characterize
particular kinds of relationships. There is a difference
between functional roles and stereotype role
relationships. Functional roles maintain permeable

boundaries so that the differences they contain are

available and can be integrated. Transferences are thus

modified. When role boundaries are semi-penneable or
imperrreable, then the roles become stereotyped and

the splits become fonnalized and the information in
the role is no longer available. Transference reactions
are acted out. In this case, the person who becomes
trapped inside the role is in a barrier experience
("transference neurosis"). They are in a role-lock with
tiemselves, and often with the outside world as well.
Inside the barrio experience there is no awareness of
context. Not only is one unaware of the impact on the
context of acting out the role, but one is also unaware
of the danger that acting out the role leads to
reciprocal role-locks with others ("transferential
blindness"). In SCT, awareness that one is in a role-
lock with the self comes through the work of
developing the observing self-system - like the
observing ego, except the observing self-system
develops cognitive functioning through discriminating
and integrating. The observing system has the potential
to "see" over ttre barriers and perceive the context in
which the role is being played out - both the role-
lock with the self (the relationship between the
encapsulated role and the self-centered system) and
also the role-lock with others, the immediate
environment or the wodd. This translates easily into
simple transference based on projection, transference
and countertmnsference based on projective
identification and the regressive pervasive

transference. Until the observing self-system can learn
enough about intemal and external role-locks to sound
the alann, people are relatively helpless within the
barrier experience, convinced that god and might and
right are on their side - and that any moment others
will see the light. It is the barrier experience within the

self-centered syst€m that is the major source of human
suffering. When the self-centered system is
experienced within a systems-centered context, real
pain, however awful, can be integrated over time.

o Question from Yvonnez Yo SCT community! Is
onyone infornally noticing critcria that signal group
and member readiness to move from one stage to
another, both in defense modification and phases of
group development?
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BEHAVIOR HOPPING
with sAvI

by Anita Simon

This article is one in a continuing series for members of
the SCT network introducing and discussing the
application of SAVI to therapy. (SAVI, pronounced
"savvy" stands for the System fo Analyzing Verbal
Interaction.) In &is article I'll discuss the process versus
content aspects of communication. It is assumed that you
are familiar with the SAVIGRID and with the Systems-
Centered conceptualizations of person and self system,
apprehension and comprehension, and familiar witl the
concept of a barrier experience at the boundary between
fantasy and reality. (See articles by Agazarian in the
previous SCT Newsletters and The SCT Journal for these
SCT concepts and by Simon for description of SAVI.)

In SAVI theory, communication means information
transfer. The "process" that makes communication more
effective is the choice of behaviors which make
boundaries more permeable to new information. In other
words, making communication effective has less to do
with the content we want to talk about than how we
process that content.

"How" we say what we say is defined in SAVI as
pattems of behaviors. The behaviors of SAVI are
grouped into 9 classes arranged in a grid as shown in the
next column.

Communication is ubiquitous: birds do iL bees do it, and
people do it too. But next to sex, tlere is probably
nothing we do less skillfully, particularly when we are
trying to communicate about differences. When
frustrated by differences, there is a pull toward Red Light
behaviors - first to persuade (in squares 6 and 3) and
when all else fails, to move toward attack.

SAVI defines and charts the process of communication -
the behaviors we use to carry the content of a message -
and it specifies the types of behaviors more or less likely
to induce, maintain, or decrease penneability of
boundaries to new information.

The fact that content differs from process surprises many
who believe that when conversations go awry, it is
because the content is upsetting to their listeners rather
than the way they are delivering that content. If people
are untrained to differentiate between process and
content, they are likely to believe that certain topics are
"too hot to handle." These topics then become split off
from the pool of content about which it is legitimate to

22
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exchange information. To ward off this constriction of
information exchange, we want our clients to lmow that
effective communication depends much less on what we
are talking about than on the behaviors used to deliver
that message. Any content can feel OK (or not OK) to
talk about depending on the pattern of behaviors used to
transfer that information. To illustrate, I would
hypothesize that everyone reading this article has
participated at some time or other in turning some
discussion about a pot€ntially fun event (e.g. going out to
a movie or restaurant or taking a vacation) into a very
un-fun fight, and that this was done through the use of
Red Light behaviors.

Any topic talked about in solely Red Light behaviors is
likely to generate low productivity and low inter-personal
morale.r The reverse is also true, as those of you who

I 
Certain Red Light behaviors, like Oughtitudes and Attack and

Sarcasm, can sometimes temporarily create high internal
morale - a chage of triumphant energy from feeling right and

righteous. This creates treatnent problems similar to those in
treating mania - an unwillingness to give up the good feelings,
with no awareness of the interpersonal costs to themselves.
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have participated in SCT training groups are aware:
topics which are normally shied away from because they
generate bad feelings or bad fighs (for example feeling
angry with another group member), end up bringing
people closer to themselves and to each other when they
are conducted in boundary-opening behaviors.

We (as well as our clients) are usually unable to be
aware of the process of our own co[lmunication at the
very times we most need to be. To illustrate, it would
not be outside the realm of possibility to picture
ourselves, or our near-and-dear, or a client, insisting that
"I am not angry!" (and meaning it!) while yelling,
cursing, or banging on the table.

We want our clients and ourselves to be able o notice
when process (the behaviors being used) is affecting the
delivery of content - to themselves as well as to others.
Also we want our clients to "apprehend" their
experiences when different behaviors are used to carry
the same content (i.e. to feel their responses !o receiving
and sending a message about anger which is canied in a
Red Light behavior - "You're such a jerk!" - versus Green
- "I am angry.") The practice session at the end of this
article provides experiences toward this goal.

There are many many choices of behaviors we can use
to deliver any content, and the choices profoundly
influence how the listener will receive the content. Well,
how come, you might ask, if improved communication is
simply a matter of choosing a Green Light behavior
instead of a red one, why doesn't everybody just "do it"?
The answer has to do with our varying internal ability to
suflrmon our resources when we are in different internal
s[ates. When we are open, centered and in touch with
ourselves, we, and our clients, can remember that
discharge behaviors (like Square I Blame and
Complain) and righteous behaviors (like Square 3

Oughtitudes and Leading Questions), generate problems
in addition to the ones that were brought to the
discussion in the first place. When we are in a barrier
experience, we have relatively little ability to take in
new inforrration. The major defenses which protect us
from this new inforrnation, and thus lock us behind our
barrier, are Red Light behaviors and patterns of

The advantage of using SAYI is that the therapist can first teach

the person the behaviors they are using, and then ask the
person if they are willing to do some research to leam about the
interpersonal cost of the behaviors that go with righteousness.
In couple's or group therapy, the therapist can illustrate the
interpersonal cost by soliciting feedback from the padner or
the group about what it feels like to be on the receiving end of
these behaviors. Likewise, in individual therapy, the therapist
can share what it's like to be on the receiving end or can ask the
person themselves to remember what it was like when someone
verbally attacked them or acted superior to them. In all cases,

the fork in the road is then available to the person to choose
whetber they want the people tbey care about to feel that way
about them.
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redundant behavior loops. What's worse, typically when
we iue angry, we lose access to our memory of when and
how we can consciously make choices about new
behaviors, thus we repeat familiar old loops; the very
idea that there are more helpful and less helpful
behaviors disappears from our memories at the times we
most need it.

To summarize so far: our goal of differentiating between
process and content requires learning that regardless of
what we want to say, there is a difference in the
infomntion-transferring potential of different behaviors.
We need to know which behaviors are Red Light and
therefore minimize information transfer potential, and
conversely which are Green. In addition, once we know
about Red Light behaviors, there is an additional
problem of de-conditioning the defensive, automatic-
pilot responses which are uiggered when expectations
get violated and we get angry, irritated, or fmstrated, and
which act as a barrier experience to our testing reality.

Applying SAVI strategies is one kind of stepping stone
out of barrier experiences. For example, when up against
the banier of righteousness and indignation (a major
therapist defense against frustration), SAVI gives the
comprehensive self a tool to structure and contain the
frustration. The very act of looking at the SAVIGRID and
consciously choosing new behaviors we want to try,
helps us start the differentiation process that can help
move us across new internal boundaries.

This is true even when we get stuck in a redundant loop
in our role of therapist interacting with clients. Common
redundant, repeating loops are:

. attack - self defend - attack - self defend (or
attack - attack - attack)
o propose - complain (or discount) - propose -
complain
. ougltitude - yes but - oughtitude - yes but
o yes but - yes but - yes but - yes but. mind read - attack - mind read - attack (or
mind read - self defend)

To illustrate, recently I was working with a client
familiar with SAVI. I found myself impatiently telling a
client for the third (millionth) time that he wasn't sitting
centered, and he told me back for the third time that I
wasn't listening to him and that he wanted to get on with
talking about his problem. First, I had to notice that I
was feeling impatient and blameful by paying attention
to my voice tone and hearing that I was using SAVI
attack/blame behaviors in my internal dialogue.. Next, I
had to wrench myself away from my certainty that "if
only he would do what I said...." Next, I had to decide I
wanted to change my behavior (away from blame and
yes-buts). Finally, I chose the new behaviors I wanted o
try: giving personal here and now infonnation and asking
a question.

Therapisft - "I feel we're somehow in a fight. And, I
have a question - do you also feel like we're fighting?"
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Client "Oh no, we're not fighting. I'm just trying to tell
you things."

Therapist "I feeling like I'm fighting with you. Do you
feel listened to by me or do you feel I'm fighting off what
you're saying?"

Client: "Oh, I see. Yes, I feel you're fighting with me,
but I'm not fighting with you."

Therapist: "Well, I agree that ['m fighting with you.
(Pointing to SAVIGRID). Figbts are made up of using
certain patterns of behaviors. The behaviors I see me
using are blame (from my voice tone) and yes-buts.
What behaviors do you see me using and what behaviors
do you see you using?"

Clienh "Well, I see you using....and me using..... That's
funny - we're both using yes-buts, but mine don't feel like
fighting and yours do!"

PRACTICE IN BEHAVIOR HOPPING:

The section below is designed to give you practice with
behavioral flexibility so you can be better prepared fr
undoing redundant, defensive loops. This is an exercise
in modifying behavior while keeping the content
constant. It's good practice in behavioral flexibility fa
your clients too.

Lnagine that you've just heard on your answering
machine that you forgot an important session with a
client who travelled a long way to keep his appointment
with you.

What's the first thing you say to yourself? What next?
Notice the flow of your monologue to yourself. What
square(s) is it in?

Now practice behavior hopping: generate a comment to
yourself from each of the nine sqwres. Notice what you
feel as you talk to yourself from each of the nine squares.

Start with square 1.

YOU ARE INVITED:
The lack of useful models is one thing that makes
behavioral change difficult We have plenty of models
for behaviors which criticize ourselves or others. I think
it would be illuminating, if not fun, for all of us to share
onr many examples of the behaviors we use to 'get
ourselves" when we have done something we don't like.
But more importantly, I think we can use examples of
the alternative to Red Light behaviors that we might use
when we're down on ourselves.

Send me your self-interventions from the different
squares, and comments on what you experienced as you
behavior-hopped through the grid. I'll summarize any that
you send to me for the next Newsletter. Send to: Anita
Simon, 2134 Wallace Street, Philadelphia, PA 19130.

FAX 215 763-7472. Deadline Aug. 31st, 1996.
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This information is for those of you who are interested in
the options for learning about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the'WHERE TO CrO TO
GET WHAT' chart are part of an emerging network of
training resources. These resources can be explored as
your interests and skills lead you or approached in a
systematic way with the goal of becoming thoroughly
trained in the theory and practice of SCT. In addition to
the resources listed on the chart, Systems-Centered
workshops are often offered through American Group
Psychotherapy Association Conferences and the
meetings of other professional organizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of
experiential, theoretical and technical training. You can
learn about Systems-Centered Therapy by attending
training events at the level that matches your interest
and resources - time, energy and money - from exploring
SCT to making a commitment to formal training.
CommiEnent to SCT training can vary from time to time
based on interest or on life circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is functional. The
emphasis is less on "checking off' certain experiences
than on actually mastering oneself, the theory and the
technique.

Five working levels have emerged for people interested
in learning SCT:

. Exploration

. Foundation Training

. [nterrrediat€ Training

. Advanced Training (no formal training yet at
this level)

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this
level)

.,,.EXP,,IJORING:,l.;$ml.l.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,.',,.,,,...,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.',,.,:,.,.,.,,,.

In exploring SCT you can attend training events once tr
as many times as you find useful. Some find the
experiential work valuable for personal growth, others
want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to
compare it to their own, others use elements of theory
and technique in their current practical applications. At
this level of participation, you are your own guide,
sipping or drinking deep as your interests and resources
permit.

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
their work. At this point it begins to matter whether the
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training experiences they are accumulating are building
a foundation for luer wuk. Especially important at this
level is the personal development and training that
comes from working in an on-going experiential training
group, and working with sufficient intensity to explore
and contain one's own issues with authority. At a
minimum, an experiential training goup and some work
with theory are foundations to further work in SCT. If
you find yourself exploring this shift into more structured
training, you can make contact with an SCT Mentor to
find out more about the training process.

..'.',....,,.,,.ii,,,..iii.......iN-*ER*rEDHffi',l:.TmN'aiG""",,". ""."".".'

As people learn to work as members in an SCT group,
and to understand and contain the dynamics of their own
authority issue, they become eligible to move to
Intemrediate training experiences. The Intermediate
level of training introduces more focus on theory, on the
technical skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries
and on containing the dynamics of a group. As the
training program emerges, the transition to Intermediate
work increasingly involves working in the Containing
role in experiential groups, that is, working as a group
member but with the addition of conscious awareness of
oneself as a function of the group and of the group one is
a function of. Intermediate training itself is an emerging
series of 5-Day Workshops, the first of which focuses on
learning the technical skills of basic defense
modification in Modules I and 2, while the second
focuses on work in Module 3. At the Intennediate level,
most participants work in a Theory group and a
Supervision group in addition to their ongoing
Experiential group.

Advanced training roles and activities are beginning to
emerge. A Learership Practicum is planned. It is likely to
be a blend of experiential work, theory and supervised
application, with an emphasis on the integration of
comprehensive and apprehensive understanding in the
context of managing all relevant boundaries in an
application setting as well as some kind of rotating
leadership experience in a group of peers.

ii"':'".,........................."....."""'..TB 
INER...i.rBA--rN'nvG. ,, 

, , '"""'

No formal training has emerged yet at this level. Some
elements of training experiences are available as staff
members for the Saturday Series at Friends Hospital in
Philadelphia.
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CONTACT PEOPLE:

Atlanta: Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393
Austin: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166, Roll Fellows (512) 346-1796, Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Boston: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Friends Series, Philadelphia: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341, Dick Peters (610) 889-9318
Philadelphia: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Cafter (215) 988-9523
New York: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
Stockholm: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
York, England: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 LisaWilson FAX 0l I 44 1904 433475

GENERAL MENTORS: Fran Carter (215) 9EE-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
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. FIR,ST MONDAY OF TIIE MONTH:
SAMPLING SCT

Everybody welcome to attend an introductory
"explaining and exploring" of the SCT
experience. Container Role training available
for experienced SCT members.

. Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
21st & Spnng Garden Strees.

On-site parking.
. When:6:00-9:00 pm

The first Monday of each month except
for August and September.

. Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (2L5) 561-7428 tor
information.

. MONDAYS: SCT TRAINING GROUP

Permanent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group from 6:00-7:30 pm.
Skill Training in SCT techniques of functional
subgrouping, boundarying, an6 the hierarchy of
defense modification. Optional T'ai Chi after
group from 7:30 pm - 8:15 pm.

. Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
21st & Spring Garden Streets. On-site parking.

. When: 6:00-7:30 pm
Every Monday except the fust Monday
of the month.
Group does not meet in August or September

. Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.

o Contact: Yvonne Agazarim (215) 561-7428 tor
information.

a

a

a

a

LAST WEDNESDAY OF TIIE MONTII:
SCT TRAINING DAY

The SCT training day includes:
Theory Seminar (9:00 - 10:45 am)
Experlentlal Training Group (11:00-12:45 pm)
Supervlslon (1:30-3: l5 pm),
Leadershlp Practicum (3:00 - 5:30 pm)*
* Starting date for Leadership Practicum

lo be announced.
These courses can be taken separately
or together.

Where: Friends Hospital, 4641 Roosevelt Blvd.
On-site parking.

When: (sees times listed above)
The last Wednesday of each monttr except
for August and September.

Rcglstratlon: $40 per session, $50 for leadership
practium, $100 for full day, $140 for full day
with leadership practicum.

Contacfi Yvonne Agazarian (zLS) 561-7428
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, or Claudia Byram
(215) 561-0341 for infonnation.

LAST WEDNESDAY OF TIIE MONTH:
SCT TRAINING GROUP

Permanent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group from 6:00 - 7:30 pm.
Skill Training in SCT techniques of
functional subgrouping, boundarying,
and the hierarchy of defense modification, etc.

Where: 1831 Chestnut Street" Philadelphia 19103

When: 6:00-9:00 pm.
The last Wednesday of the month except
for August and September.

Reglstration: $50 on-site or in advance.

Contach Yvonne Agazuian (215) 561-7428
for more information.
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. WEEKLY FRIDAYS:
ADYANCED SCT TRAINING GROUP

Permanent membership in an advanced ongoing
experiential training group that meets weekly
with the opportunity for members to practice
taking a leadenhip role. Full membership at
present.

. Where: 1831 Cheshut Sreet, Philadelphia" PA

. When;4:15 - 5:45 pm
Dates for group meetings to be negotiated by
the group.

. Contact: Jerry Rardin (215) 242-5862
or (215) 247-fi77

LAST FRIDAY OF TIIE MONTH:
LEADERSHIP PRACTICUM
SEMINAR: APPLYING SCT AND
EXPERMNTIAL GROUP W]TII WONNE
AGAZARIAN

A study group that looks at SCT methods and
techniques as applied to work with individuals,
couples, groups and organizations.

Where: 1831 Chestnut Street" Philadelphia, PA

When: Leadership Practicum: 12:00 - 2:00 pm
(begins in October)
Seminar: 2:30 - 4:00 pm
Experiential Group: 4:15 - 5:45 pm
(invitation only)

Registration: $45 for Leadership Practicum, $30
for Seminar $25 for Experiential Group
Payment on-site or in advance.

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for information.

o

o

SD( SATURDAYS: SCT WORKSHOP SERIES
. FRIENDS HOSPITAL. PHILADELPIIIA

Two tracks offered with didactic, practice,
experiential and review components for people
new to SCT and people with prior SCT
experience.

. Foundation Level:
Fundarnentals of SCT (for new members and
people with some exposure)

r Intermediate Level:
Work in the containing role as a step toward
SCT leader role. Particular attention to awareness
of boundaries, recognizing and undoing the
defenses that inhibit resonance, and learning to
sit at the edge of the unlmown and contain.
(Must be qualiJied).

. Advanced Level: Staff roles offer leadership
training in preparation for leading workshops.

. Where: Friends Hospital, 4641 Roosevelt Blvd.
On-site parking.

. \ilhen: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm for Foundation Level
8:30 an to 5:00 pm for Intermadiate Level

September ?3r 1996
I. lzaming How to Subgroup

Octobcr 26,1996
II. How to Develop a Working Group

December 7, lg%i
III. How to Get Through Group Deferces

January 25,1997
N. Subgrouping in thc Phases of Group
Development : Phase O ne -The I dcnt ifi e d Pat ient,
the Scapegou &. the Many Relationships to
authority.

February 22r lwl
V. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Developent : Phase Two -Enchantments and
D isenchantments in I nt imacy

March 22,IWI
VL Subgrouping in the Phases of Group Develop-
ment: Phase Three-The rolc of the Systems-
Centered Member and Work in Contert

Registration: $100 per session, $540 for the entire
series (Auend all or any part of series. Work /
Exclwnge options possible as always)

Stalf Contects: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341 or
Dick Peters (610\ ffi4ffi
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a

a

FALL AND SPRING:
FIVE.DAY INTERMEDIATE WORKSHOPS

SKILL TRAINING

By invitation only: This is a five-day intensive
skill training in SCT techniques with video tape
feedback and peer review. Interrrediate training
is for those who have been involved in SCT for
at least two years and are currently in an ongoing
SCT training group. Oppornrnity for working in
the Mentor Role.

When: FaIl Intermediate Workshop VII
1:00 pm Sunday, November 17 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 21, 1996.
Mentor training wittr Fran Carter, Saturday,
November 16, 1996 from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm.

Where: Melbourne Conference Center, Austin
When: Spring Intermediate Workshop VIII

1:00 pm Sunday, April 13 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
April 17, 1997. Mentor Training with Fran Carter,
Saturday, April 12, from 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

Registration:
For Fall : $550 before November 4, $600 after.
For Spring: $550 before April l, $600 after.

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523 for inforrnation & criteria.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

GIVING & TAKING AUTHORITY

By invitation only: This experiential group is for
people who meet ttre following criteria: are SCT
members, have had experience as both a member
and mentor in the 5-day intermediate training
workshop, current participation in an ongoing
training group, and a current practice that
includes tie principles, methods and techniques
of SCT.

When: Fall Module 3 Authority Group VI
1:00 pm Sunday, November 17 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 21, 1996.

Where: Melbourne Conference Center, Austin
When: Spring Module 3 Authority Group V

l:00 pm Sunday, April 13 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
Apil 17, 1997

Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

Registration:
Fall : $550 betbre November 4, 1996, $6fi) after.
Spring: $550 before April 1, 1997, $600 after.

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian for infomntion. For
registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

a

a

o

o

a

a

FALL AND SPRING:
WEEKEND SCT WORKSHOPS

Introductory and Experienced Group member-
ship available. Opportunity for working in the
Container and Mentor Roles.

Group A: For people new to SCT or for more
experienced members who want to work in the
flrst phase of group development.

Group B: For people experienced in Systems-
Centered work who want to work in the second
phase of group development.

When:
Fall Weekend Workshop XIII 1:00 pm Friday
Nov. 22 to l:00 pm Sunday, Nov. 24, 1996

Where: Melbourne Conference Center, Austin

When:
Spring Weekend Workshop XIV 1:00 pm
Friday, April l8 to l:00 pm Sunday, April20,
1997

Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

Registration:
For Fall: $350 before November 4, M00 after.
For Spring: $350 before April 1, $400 after.

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (2L5) 561-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523 for infonnation.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

a

a

a

a
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. MONTHLY TRAINING GROUP IN ATLAI\TA
with Susan Gantt

Mon0ly experiential SCT training group with
theory preseniation and one hour of supervision
time.

. Where: 1819 Peachtree Road, Suite 603, Atlanta,
GA 30309

. When: 12:00-5:00 pm
Group generally meets the first Friday of the
month.

. Registretion: $150. Registration open.

. Contact: Susan Ganc (4M) 352-5393

. S.DAY INTRODUCTORY TRAINING
IN YORIq ENGLAND with Yvonne Agazarian
and Fran Carter

. When: September 9 thru 13, 1996

. Contact Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523 for infonnation or Liz
Wilson (01904) 43483 Fax (01904) 433475

O

a

a

a

SCT TRAINING WEEKENDS IN AUSTIN
with Yvonne Agazarian and Fran Carter

Introductory and intemrediate experiential group
membership availabe.

\[here: Austin, Texas
When: dates and fees to be announced
Registration: Payment in advance or on-site.
Contach Rich Annington (512) 306-0166 or

Roll Fellows (5L2) 346-1796

WEDNESDAY EXPERMNTIAL
STUDY GROUP

Group meets the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of the
month for SCT training.

\ilhere: Austin, Texas
When: 12:00 noon-l:30 pm
Contac& fuch Ar:mington (512) 306-0166 for more
inforrnation.

WEDNESDAY SUPERVISION
STUDY GROUP

Group meets the lst, 3rd and 5th Wednesday of
the month for SCT consultation.

Where: Austin, Texas

When: 12:00 noon-l:30 pm

Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166 for more
information.

I

o

THURSDAY SCT TRAINING
with Roll Fellows

Participants must have taken part in at least one
SCT Training Weekend to qualify.

Where: Austin, Texas

When: Weekly on Thursday mornings

Contact: Roll Fellows (512) 3M-1796
for inforrnation about specific time and fees

. THURSDAY SCT TRAINING GROUP
with Rich Armington and Susan Cassano

A combination of experiential, work, theory,
and skill building

. Where: 701 Wallingwood Drive Suite f/01
Austin, Texas

. When: Weekly 8:30-10:00 Thursday mornings

. Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166 or Susan
Cassano (512) 327-4170

a

a

a

o

a

a

a

BOSTON TRAINING WEEKENDS
with Yvonne Agazarian

Experiential and didactic with opportunity for
Container Role.

Where: 259 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, Mass.
When: October 26 and 27, 1996
Registretion: $300 in advance or on-site.
Contact: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

BOSTON ONGOING TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Steve Weinstein

Experiential group with lecture.
Where: Steve Weinstein's home: 86 Boston Ave.,

West Medford, Mass. 02155
When: 1:00-4:00 pm. First Sunday of the month.
Registration: $80 on-site.

Contact: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613
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. FIRST WEDNESDAY OF TIIE MONTH:
TIIEORY, SUPERVISION, EXPERIENTIAL,
AND PROCESS GROUPS

. Where: Washington Square Institute
E. llth Street,4th floor, NYC

. When:
Theory: 10:00-11:45 am
Supervision Group: 12:00-1:45 pm
Experiential Group: 2:00-3:00 pm (invitation only)
(with co-trainer, Fran Carter )
Leadership Practicum: 3:00-4:00 pm (begins oct.)
Review: 4:00-5:00 pm.
Groups meet the first Wednesday of each month
except in July it meets on the 10th. The group
does not meet in August

. Registration: $75 Theory, $75 Supervision, $90
Experiential, $200 all day, $175 all day for out-of-
towners, Review $35 Additional charge.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 56L-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523

FIRST THURSDAY OF TIIE MONTII:
EXPERMNTIAL & SUPERVISION GROUPS
with Yvonne Agazarian
Where: Washington Square Institute 41 E. 11th St.,

4th floor, NYC
When:

Didactic, Experiential & Review: 9:00 am 12:00
Leadership Practicum: 12:15-2:15 pm (starts Oct.)
Review: 2:15-2:45 pm
Supervision: 3:004:00 pm
Groups meet on the flrst Thursday of the month
(after the first Wednesday) except in July it meets
on the llth and does not meet in August

Registration: Didactic, experiential and review
session $125, Supervision $75, For both $175
Leadership Practicum $50 additional (M0 if
taken in combination)

Contacft Yvonne Agazarian (215) 56I-7428 or Fran
Carter (21,5) 988-9523

FIRST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
EXPERMNTIAL GROUP
with Yvonne Agazarian

This is a closed experiential group

Where: Washington Square Institute 4l E. 11th St.,
4ti floor, NYC

When: Group meets on the first Friday of the
month except in July it meets on the 12th.
Group does not meet in August or September.

Contacfi Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

a

a

a

a

SECOND TRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
INTRODUCTORY TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Jon McCormick.

Ongoing foundation level SCT didactic and
experiential training group that is working with
issues inherent in the first phase of group
development.

Where: 88 University Place, #8A, New York, NY.
When: Friday mornings, 9:30 am-12:30 pm.

Registration: For specific dates, fees and questions

Contact: Jon McCormick (212) 929-5333 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523

. SECOND FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
INTRODUCTORY TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Nina Klebanoff

Ongoing foundation level SCT didactic and
experiential training group that is working with
issues inherent in the frst phase of group
development.

. Where: Vll Cental Park West, #18, NYC

. When: Friday aftemoons, 2:00 pm-5:00 pm

. Registration: For specific dates, fees and questions
. Contact: Nina Klebanoff (212) 721-4582 or

Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. SCT TRAINING WEEKEND IN STOCKHOLM,
SWEDEN with Fran Carter & Claudia Byram

A combination of experience, theory and practice
introducing Systems-Centered work and providing
a foundation for ongoing experientially based
training in SCT.

. When: Dates to be announced

. Staff Contacts: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341

::.. 
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. AGPA INSTITUTE AND CONFERENCE

. Where: New York City

. When: February 1997
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